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ABSTRACT 

Geography and geography education play the major role when we explore and present 

the interaction between nature and human society in space and in the different parts of 

the world. Consequently it assumes that we are handling with a great variety of 

information sources in the real training process. These sources are didactic tools which 

together with educational curriculum and methods are the main attribute and essence of 

geography teaching and learning. As didactic tools we define all objects which present 

the educational curriculum in verbal and/or visual way, and also in direct or indirect form. 

The different devices for reproduction of existing knowledge and those used for 

organization, control and management of training and educational process are considered 

also as tools used for didactic goals. 

Didactic tools are important instrument helpful both for the teacher and the pupils. The 

didactic tools fulfill many didactic functions and definitely influence the quality and 

effectiveness of training process. These are our arguments why we have to pay attention 

to the topic in current research and demonstrate the immense importance of didactic tools 

in geography training. The main aim of the paper is to examine the right place of didactic 

tools in geography training and to present up-to-date didactic and methodical 

characteristic of them.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the process of geography training a wide range of different tools is used encompassing 

a wide range of objects - the school buildings and furniture, school documentation, the 

various devices and apparatus that the teacher and the pupils work directly with. These 

are called training tools and are most commonly associated with all those objects that 

present in visual or verbal form the educational content (in direct or indirect form). The 

different devices for reproduction of existing knowledge and those used for organization, 

control and management of training and educational process are considered also as tools 

used for didactic goals. 

The question of the training tools’ system, its elements and functions is still open. This is 

a consequence of the different levels at which they are analyzed: theoretical level, level 

of content formation of the subject matter, level of studied material, level of school reality. 

The continuous change and the improvement of the training tools system is a consequence 

of the science and technology development, and also due to rapidly raising demands for 

more and better education and training.  
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The training tools perform various didactic functions and undoubtedly affect the quality 

and effectiveness of educational process. Therefore, the interest of the geography didactic 

in the subject is fully understandable. And in the current paper will be examined in brief 

the term "didactic tools" and presented their up-to-date didactic-methodological 

characteristic. 

By their gist the didactic tools are a source of educational information and an instrument 

to aquire the educational content and to solve educational tasks [2]. They are "transmiters 

of subjectively selected and stored information" and connect the reality and their 

addressee/pupils [6]. The didactic tools’ system is an aggregation of objects that are 

necessary and sufficient for conducting effectively the training process as a didactic cycle 

(during the geography lesson, in the lessons’system and outside it).The system of didactic 

tools is also part of geography education strategy for the secondary schools. Like any 

system, it incorporates relatively independent elements: 

- the teacher's words (in various forms) - as the main source of information and a tool 

that cause its primary memorizing from pupils; as a tool for educative influence on 

students; 

- the textbook and the whole training complex - as a source of information and a tool 

for its acquirement; as a tool for self-education, upbringing and self-directed behavior 

modification; 

- tools for visualization - as a source of information or a tool for the full disclosure and 

learning of the educational content; 

- technical devices  - using them the information is transmitted in verbal and graphic 

form, as well as individualization of the training and machine control [1]. 

There are other approaches to classify the didactic tools. Some authors divide them in the 

following groups: natural resources, models, educational and technical tools, automated 

training systems, automated management systems. Taking into account, other scientists 

distinguish didactic tools as personal, classical and technical. Another recent 

classification, according to [3], arranges them in following groups: 

- basic tools (textbook, atlas, wall map, white board, worksheets); 

- typical geographic tools (globe, topographic map, satellite image, climatogram, GIS, 

compass, relief profile, etc.); 

- common tools / tools used in everyday life (original objects, photos, cartoons, 

newspapers, tables, charts, thermometer, barometer, etc.) 

 

 
Figure 1. Place of didactic tools in geography education planning (by [7]) 

This classification is supplemented according to the oreintation of the didactic tools: 

- illustrative and generating ideas (photo, original object, model, etc.); 

- spatial-oriented (contour map, digital globe, road map, etc.); 
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- communicative (teacher's words, text in the textbook, newspaper commentary, 

interview, etc.); 

- quantitative and measuring (climatogram, GIS, GPS, compass, barometer, proximity 

sensors, etc.) 

The didactic tools together with the educational content and methods are the key feature 

and attribute of geography teaching and learning. They are also an important starting point 

in planning the training process. (Fig.1) 

Didactic tools perform many important functions in the training process. It is unthinkable 

the pupils to learn without using information sources in geography education. The wide 

diversity of didactic tools allows the achivment of a variety of learning objectives in the 

training process. The correlation between the functions of the didactic tools and the 

geography training goals is shown in the Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Correlation between the didactic tools’ functions and geography education goals [6] 

Functions of Didactic Tools Goals of Geography Education 

Didactic tools transmit information. Cognitive goals 

- Subject-thematic competence 

Didactical tools develop methodological skills and 

abilities. 

Instrumental goals 

- Methodological competence 

Didactic tools "drive" the communication process. Social goals 

- Social competence 

Didactic tools stimulate the formation of ideas and 

relations/attitudes. 

Affective / Emotional goals 

- Moral competence 

Didactic tools are directed towards actions. "Action" goals 

- Competence for activity (Behavioral 

competence) 

 

In addition to the ones listed in the table, didactic tools perform other functions during 

the teaching and learning process which are used as strating point in lessons planning: 

- To visualize and structure the studied objects (for example, using models and 

statistics); 

- To emphasize (on the basic assumptions); 

- To stimulate thinking (stimulating memory by visualizing); 

- To inform and indirectly gain experience (e.g. movies can be used as it is unlikely 

during the lesson pupils to gather an immediate experience); 

- To support the implemention of the training communication process (e.g. when the 

personal presence in the classroom is impossible - teaching through e-chat options, or 

when a co-operative work is done in a digital environment); 

- To awake interest, to inspire motivation and mental activity (by presenting 

phenomena and objects through spectacular images or by emphasizing the relation 

between the educational content and the pupil's life); 

- To  construct a flexible and based on needs lesson structure (thus directing pupils 

attention, structuring the training process, dividing pupils into groups according to 

their knowledge, mitigating the routine work of recording and processing data, 

exercising  and control of acquired knowledge by using  worksheets, contour maps, 

making tests, etc.); 

- Generate ideas and relations (to study a topic considering contradictory opinions); 

- To create a new didactic tool (to practice the already learnt, to document and reflect 

the work results, e.g. own map, excursion movie, etc.) (adopted by [4], [7], [10]). 
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The effectiveness of using didactic tools in the training process is determined by their 

compliance with the objectives, educational content and lesson methods. The selection of 

didactic tools in the lesson should be targeted and be appropriate to pupils' needs. It is 

very important the didactic tools selection to be based on particular criteria and some of 

them are (adopted by [6]): 

- Purposefulness - the didactic tools used in the lesson should address such educational 

content, questions and problems that will develop the pupils' geographical culture. In 

the planning of a study unit, the provided didactic tools should allow the optimal 

achievement of the respective educational goals and subgoals. 

- Orientation to the educational content – Didactic tools used in education should match 

the current state of geography science and focus on such content that allows transfer 

to other examples in the surrounding space. Didactic tools should contain 

understandable/accessible content or be combined with additional information, 

explanations and definitions.  

- Adequacy of the didactic tool and correspondence to the lesson structure – educational  

content may be structured in a different way, so the didactic tool should correspond 

with this structure. External features and distinctive aspects of geographic objects can 

be represented and described using pictures, drawings, maps, aerial photoes; and 

relationships, functional and causative links - using thematic maps, cartograms and 

diagrams. 

- Perspective – didactic tools are "subjective". When selecting and presenting the 

curriculum, their compilers consciously or unconsciously express their subjective 

position. Subjectivity is also expressed when working with them in the training 

process. 

- Compliance with the addressee - the selection and decision-making on the use of a 

didactic tool in a specific lesson stage must take into account the individual traits of 

the pupils, their interests, their learning and concentration abilities. 

- Socialization function - besides cognitive and methodical competence, the didactic 

tools must also develop social competence. The important question is whether the 

didactic tool asks questions and seeks arguments, and suggests discussion and 

communication.  

- Compliance with the principles of visualization and purposeful activity - the choice 

and place of the didactic tool in the training process must be in sync with the 

requirement “from visual to abstract” and "from simple to complex". As a information 

transmitter, the didactic tool should be relatively independent from the teacher, i.e. it 

must offer the most comprehensible content, clear and logical structure and 

visualization. 

- Proper place when conducting lesson – didactic tools are generally appropriate for 

each stage of the lesson. However, in different stages they perform different functions, 

e.g. in the introductory stage (when it is necessary to wake up the pupils’interest) 

cartoons, riddles and jokes can be used. 

- Organisational problems and prerequisites – the use of didactic tools requires time for 

preparation, financial costs, necessary working space, technical devices,etc.  

Thus, the selection and use of didactic tools in the geography training  must be justified. 

This requires both the didactic tools adaptation to the teaching and learning process and 

assessing the importance of the tool in particular case. First, the objectives to be achieved, 

using the didactic tool, should be defined in advance. And secondly, then the decisions 

can be made on the lesson methodological organization and the training. It is only then 
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the choice of a didactic tool is justified and it focuses on answering the following 

questions: 

Table 2: Questions for selection of the didactic tools (adopted by [5], [4]) 

Focus  Example  

Why? Does the didactic tool motivate the pupils? 

Does it lead to a problematic situation? 

Do we have a cognitive conflict? 

Does it visualize the educational content? 

Can pupils develop and exercise ways of working? 

Which competencies can be developed? 

Is it appropriate to consolidate, exercise or deepen the training outcomes? 

What? What educational content should be learnt? 

Is the educational content  adequately presented in didactic tool? 

What is the perspective considering the set-up of the tool? 

How? Is the didactic tool appropriate for the social form of work used in the training 

process? 

Who is 

studying? 

 

 

Who is 

teaching? 

Is the tool appropriate for the pupil's age? 

What previous knowledge for the educational content should pupils have? 

What previous knowledge/skills for the didactic tool itself should pupils have? 

 

What competence does the teacher need to work with the didactic tool? (technical, 

specialized) 

When? When is the proper time to use the tool (during the day, week or year)? 

When should the teacher use the didactic tool according to the lesson stages? 

How much 

time? 

How long does it take to work with the tool? 

Where? Where should the tool be used? (in the classroom, outside the school)  

How effective? Does the expected impact of using the didactic tool meet the efforts? 

 

The answers to these questions are inherently related to the main task of the teacher - in 

the best way to integrate the chosen didactic tool in the real educational process aiming 

at developing a conscious, critical and responsible pupils’activity in the school and 

outside it. Or to paraphrase: The use of any didactic tool in the process of geography 

training cannot be self-aimed, thus it should always improve the cultivation of pupils' 

geographical culture.  

The skill and competence for using didactic tools in geography education can be presented 

in the following way (Fig.2): 

 

 
Figure 2. Model of competence for using didactical tools [9] 
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Consequently, the fulfillment of the following objectives and tasks leads to the 

development of competence for using the didactic tools in geography education: 

- Knowledge, analysis and selection of didactic tools – knowledge of the variety of 

didactic tools and their specifics with a view to choose the most appropriate to the 

educational content and the lesson’s goals. 

- Ways to create a didactic tool – forms and techniques for generating and presentation 

(graphics, text, film, animation, message, report). 

- Creating and presenting your own didactic tool – a part of a project or excursion, 

examining and complying with economic, legal, political or other conditions. 

- Use of didactic tools – practice and presention. 

- Impact of didactic tools – impact on emotions, perceptions, behavior and value 

orientation. “Geography as a particularly informative subject plays an important role 

in this. In frequent work with texts, graphics, charts and maps, there is more and more 

opportunity to show how the same state of affairs can be presented in a different way. 

But it also could show how the chosen way of presentation emphasizes a certain 

conception, and even be distorted and manipulated” [8]. 

- Criticism of the didactic tools – critical survey of the educational content, its  basic 

assumptions and the purposefulness of the didactic tools; to achieve an independent 

opinion as a result of working with various tools. (adopted by [9]) 

In general, the framework of competence teaching with didactic tools, especially in 

geography education, can be related to the following: 

- Orientation in space – adequate use of maps, to conduct research on particular topic, 

sketching and creating simple maps. 

- Acquiring knowledge – extracting geographic information from a didactic tool or in 

real space; describing the steps to acquire knowledge in geography. 

- Assessment –  evaluating the geographic information in the didactic tool according to 

different criteria. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Finnaly, all the above-mentioned allows us to summarize: 

- Geography education uses a wide range of diverse didactic tools. They perform 

multiple functions and have a direct impact on the quality and efficiency of the 

teaching and learning process. 

- Didactical tools together with the educational curriculum and methods play the key 

role and are the main attribute of geography teaching and learning. They are also an 

important starting point in the planning of the training process. 

- The effectiveness of using the didactic tools in the training process is determined by 

their compliance with the objectives, educational content and lesson methods. The 

didactic tools selection in the lesson should be purposeful, appropriate to pupils' 

needs, and be a subject to the relevant selection criteria. 

- The use of any didactic tool in the process of geography training cannot be self-aimed, 

it should always improve the cultivation of pupils' geographical culture.  
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